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TisXell
Features at a Glance

TisXell can exhibit similar growth and treatment pattern as

compared to vivo models. Furthermore it can reduce the

use of animal models and can predict in vivo responses.

Our integrated solution addresses a broad range of tissue

engineering processes and cell culture applications

including that of single cells on microcarriers and slow

growing cells types with unsurpassed cell quality.

 Bi-Axial Rotating revolutions on two independent orthogonal 

axes (spin and tumble simultaneously)

 Flexible operational modes available - biaxial, uniaxial, swing 

modes

 Efficient fluid transport within the specific scaffolds design, 

allowing optimal nutrients and waste exchange to and from the 

cells into the deepest core of the scaffolds

 Spherical vessel design allows a Bi-Axial flow regime that 

reduces drag and promotes uniform fluid mixing with low 

shearing

Unique Features
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The Bi-Axial rotating bioreactor-controlled environment

provides optimal conveyance of nutrients and gasses to

growing cells and triggers cellular mechano-transduction

signaling pathways to stimulate tissue remodeling onto

three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds .

 Accelerates cell growth, differentiation and cell proliferation, mimicking native 

extracellular matrix (ECM) environment

 Supports homogenous cell culture at the surface and core of the 3D scaffolds 

 Maintains functionality and viability of tissue constructs

 Reduces formation of necrotic neo-tissue with the least cell debris

 Promotes integration of implants with surrounding tissue and support the structural 

integrity in regeneration of tissues and organs

Key Benefits
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Fig 1. Up to 10x cells expansion achievable! Extension of two days in growth 
proliferation was seen from Rotating chamber as compared to Static chamber in cell 

lines we have tested on. Results may differ from the manipulation of cell seeding 

population with fixed volume of media and chamber size.

TisXell
Why Bi-Axial Rotation
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TisXell
Why TisXell
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Fig 3. The levels of Col 2 and Agg were found to be much higher in the biaxial rotary 

environment. Clearly indicating that cells grown under biaxial rotary condition retain 

their native chondrogeneic markers better compared to static condition. 

Fig 2. TisXell has shown an increased in cell proliferation as compared to other culture 

systems
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TisXell
Why TisXell
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Fig. 4 Cells growing for 12 days under biaxial rotation condition (B) were 

healthy and rounded and with much less cell debris and dead cells. 

Fig 5. With biaxial rotary environment (B) cells were in homogeneous single 

cell population.

A B

A B

Cells growing for 129 hours under static 

condition (much cell debris)

Cells growing for 120 hours under biaxial 

rotation growing condition with homogenous 

single cell population with no clumps of cells

Cells growing for 12 days under static condition 

(with much cell debris and dead cells)
Cells growing for 12 days under biaxial rotation 

condition (cells are healthy and rounded)



TisXell
Cell Therapy

Applications in Cell Therapy

 Lymphocytes B and T Cells

 Clinically relevant T and B cells expanded using TisXell Bioreactor 

meeting requirement of sterility and saving time.

 Car-T Cells

 Expansion of Car-T Cells using TisXell Bioreactor to generate enough 

dosages in a single batch

 Stem Cells (Microcarriers)

 Expanding adherent cells like Mesenchymal Stem Cells using 

microcarrier in TisXell bioreactor to optimize cell yield and cell quality

 Can expand enough good quality stem cells in a single batch
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Continuous movement of medium within the

bioreactors keeps cells alive. The TisXell Bioreactor

utilizes simultaneous spinning and tumbling forces to
reduce strain and maximize yield



TisXell
Drug Development/Toxicology Applications

Research in Drug Development

 Spheroids

 By mimicking in vivo environment for cell-growth 

commonly used in

 Cancer biology investigation

 Disease modelling to identify potential compounds for drug 

against diseases 

 Organoids/Tissue

 Improve preclinical testing and pharmacological compound 

validation

 Assist disease state modeling for drugs and patient tailored 

treatment

 Toxicology

 Recreate toxicity profile

 Perform long term cytotoxicity study
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The TisXell bi-axial bioreactors provides a 3

dimensional environment for cultured cells to

maintain their natural structure and morphology.

TisXell is able to generate spheroids and organoids

;minimize the use of animal studies



TisXell
Biomaterials Application

Research in Biomaterials

 Biomaterials Selection

 TisXell bioreactor can assist in selecting the suitable biomaterials

 Biomaterial of engineered cartilage

 TisXell bioreactor can help to improved both biochemical and 

biomechanical properties of engineered  cartilage

 Biomaterial remodelling studies

 TisXell bioreactor can optimize cultured conditions by stimulating 

dynamic conditions which helps in in-vitro research studies

Reliable and automated devices for 2D or 3D cell

culture, having specific features such as modularity,

scalability, and process traceability, bioreactors are

essential tools for developing safe and reproducible
biological constructs.
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TisXell
Tissue Engineering Applications

Research in Tissue Engineering

 Bones

 TisXell bioreactor provides efficient exchange of nutrients and 

mechanical stimulus 

 Shorter culture time, improved extracellular matrix and achieving 

homogenous cellular distribution

 Mass transfer in thicker grafts is improved several folds using TisXell 

bioreactor

 Organoids

 Blood Vessels

 Cartilage

The TisXell Bioreactors maintains controlled crucial

environments for cell growth and differentiation in

standardized and reproducible cell-based

regenerative medicinal applications.
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Operation 
Type

Operation 
Type

TisXell
TX Family

TX

Size

Speed of Arm 
and Chamber 

rotation

Single Large 
volume bi-axial 

rotation 

500mm * 500mm 
* 460mm
H * D * W

TX 
Mini

Size

Single Small 
volume bi-axial 

rotation

320mm * 280mm 
* 320mm
H* D * W

Working 
Volume

50ml, 250ml, 
500ml, 1000ml

Working 
Volume

25ml, 50ml

Singular
Parallel up to 3 
systems via one 

control unit11

Speed of Arm 
and Chamber 

rotation

1 to 15 RPM (Arm)
1 to 20 RPM 
(Chamber)

1 to 15 RPM (Arm)
1 to 20 RPM 
(Chamber)



Operation 
Type

Operation 
Type

TisXell
MultiXell Family

MX 4

Size

4 Parallel Bi-Axial 
Rotators with 

Hood 

2130mm * 860mm 
* 1600mm
H* D * W

MX 2^

Size

2 Parallel Bi-Axial 
Rotators

2100mm * 860mm 
* 1360mm
H * D * W

1 to 15 RPM (Arm)
1 to 25 RPM 
(Chamber)

Working 
Volume

Quad 50ml
or *25ml

Working 
Volume

Dual 30ml or 50ml

Singular
4 Individually 

controlled
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* Customized option available

Speed of Arm 
and Chamber 

rotation

Speed of Arm 
and Chamber 

rotation

1 to 15 RPM (Arm)
1 to 20 RPM 
(Chamber)

^Upcoming product



TisXell
Accessories

25ml, 30ml, 50ml, 250ml, 500ml, 
1000ml, 2000ml

Chambers

Scaffolds sourcing solutions

Scaffolds

Holders type 1, type 2, type 3

Customized Holders

Chamber systems for specific 
research needs

Customizable Chambers
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